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Visualization of Electric Fields Around a Biological 
Body 

KOI CHI SHIMIZU , MEMBER , IEEE, HIDETO ENDO, AND GO RO MATSUMOTO, FELLOW, IEEE 

AbstrQ(/-A sySlem was developed which can yisuallte the spatial 
dist l'ibution of the E LF (extrenlely low frequ~ncy) electric fi eld around 
an obJet t with a complex shape such as a biological body. To minimit~ 

the fi eld perturbat ion, a n opt ical field ~nsor was us~d. A methanical 
X- Yscann~r controlled by a microcomputer mo~'es the sensor , auto
matically scanning the space around the object . Th~ measured data are 
processed and the field dist ri but ion is represented in a color distribu
tion pattern. Using an object wllh a s imple shape such as a cyli nder , 
the accuracy of the measurement was confi r med by comparison to a 
numerical calcula tion . T he Ildd distribut ions around experimental an
imals (a ral and a cal) were measured and il was shown Ihat a conduc
tor model can be USed instead of II living body in the ELI- range. The 
field dis tribut ion around a human model could be measured in va rious 
postures. The r tsults were compared 10 Ihost or the measurernent with 
a rea l human body standing under transmission lines, and reasonable 
ag reement was obtained. ThIs technique will provid~ useful informa
tion for the st udy of the biologIcal df«ls of the elect ric field . 

I NTRODUCTION 

A LTHOUGH much effort has been expended on the 
.t"\..study of biological effects of mic rowaves , relatively 
few studies have been reponed in an ELF (extremely low 
frequency) range until very recent ly. As' the sources of 
strong electromagnetic energy have increased in our liv
ing environment (e.g., high-voltage transmiss ion lines), 
their biological effects have become a matter of public 
concern [1] -[4). When a biological body enters a unifonn 
electric fi eld , the fi eld distribution is perturbed and the 
field concent rates on some parts of the body in a manner 
characteristic to the shape of the biological body. In order 
to analyze the biological effects of electromagnetic en
ergy , the interactions belween the electromagnetic field 
and a biological body have to be well understood . How
ever, there seem to be few techniques available which di
rectly evaluate the electric field exposure on a human body 
withoUl perturbing the fi eld to be measured. Even with 
the techniques of numerical analysis, it is not easy to ob
tain the fi eld distribution around a three-d imensional body 
with a complex shape such as a human . Some approxi
mated the fi eld distri bution by a two-dimensional distri 
bution [5]. some assumed a biological body to be of axial 
symmetry [6). and some simulated a body structure by a 
collection of small elements such as blocks [7] . They have 
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provided useful info rmation for the understanding of the 
behav ior of the field around a biological body . However , 
a direct measurement is ultimately required to obtain the 
field distribution quantitati vely around a three-dimen_ 
sional , nonsymmetrical, smoothl y curved biological body. 
The difficulty of the fi eld measurement is attributed to the 
lack of a proper instrument. Since most of the fi eld meters 
currently available are based on the electric principle, they 
inevitably include metalli c parts in the probes and the ca- · 
bles [8] , {9]. This causes perturbation of the field arOund 
the point to be measured. This restriction makes the fi eld 
measurement with high spatial resolution difficult . To 
solve these problems, an optical fie ld sensor was intro
duced for the measurement with minimu m perturbation of 
the fi eld riO] . Using the optical sensor, a system was de
veloped which measures and visualizes the electric fi eld 
around an object in a color graphic pattern. 

METHOD 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the experimental 
system. The 50 H z: unperturbed electric fi eld was gener
ated between two plane parallel electrodes. Since in thc 
ELF range , a biological body is considered to be a con
ductor and the scal ing effect can be neglected [11}, the 
object Wilh a conductive surface was used. The object was 
placed at the center of the lower electrode , and the field 
distribution around the object was measured . 

In the measurement , the equipment and the measurer 
must be as far away as possible from the electrodes to 
avoid dangerous high voltage and so as not (0 distort thc 
field distribution. Furthermore, the position of the fi eld 
sensor has to be controlled precisely. To satis fy these re
quiremenlS. a microcomputer-controlled automatic scan
ning system to carry the sensor was developed . The sys
tem first memorizes the contour of the object in the 
memory of the microcomputer and then scans the space 
around the object without touching either the object or the 
electrodes. An optical fi eld sensor which consists of non
metallic components was connected to the scanner by a 
dielectric pipe. 

Under the command of the microcomputer, the output 
of the fi eld meter is sampled and recorded after simple 
data processi ng, such as time averaging . The measure
ment is repeated three times with the sensor in three dif
ferent o rientations on.hogonal to each other . The magni
tude and the orientation of the electric fi eld vector are 
calculated at each point using these th ree data. By scan-
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Fig. I. Schematic diagram of experimental system. 

ning the sensor through all the predetermined space, the 
field distribution is obtained and displayed in color en
coded images. The area of the measurement was about 
0.8 m wide and about 0.3 m high in the case of a rat, and 
about l.3 m wide and about 0.8 m high in each cases of 
a cylinder, a cat , and a human model. 

The field measurement with a real human body standing 
undertmnsmission lines (3 phase. 187 kV , 10 m in height) 
was conducted in a transfonner substation. The field sen
sor was fix.ed in space by an insulator board (Styrofoam, 
1.83 X 0.92 x 0.05 m) placed at the back of a subject. 
The electric field around the subject was measured in 
standing postures with the feet grounded or insulated from 
the ground. The center of the sensor is about 5 cm from 
the surface of the subject. 

SYST E M 

The measurement system basicall y consists of a field 
generator, a fie ld meter, a..scanning system to carry a field 

. ' sensor, and a microcomputer system. 
A uniform field is generated between the two plane par

allel electrodes (2 m x 2 m squares, made of aluminum 
plates). The upper electrode is supported on the lower 
electrode with I m separation by four insulating posts . 
Fig. 2(a) shows the top and the front views of the field 
generator. To prevent spark discharges, the edge of the 
electrode is lined by an iron pipe with a 50 mm diameter. 
Applying high voltage (0-75 kV) to the electrodes, it can 
generate a vertical electric fie ld of 0-75 kV 1m. During 
the measurement , the central ponion of the space between 
the electrodes was used to avoid field distortion due to the 
edges of the electrodes. Since the height of the cylindrical 
model is about 30 cm , which is less than one third of the 
electrode separation , the error due to the finiteness of the 
electrode area and that of the electrode separation is neg
ligible. That is, the field generated in the measured area 
well simulates the one under the high power transmission 
lines. 

The field meter is an optical fi ber voltmeter (Sumitomo 
Electric Industry , FOVM-OJ) [10] . The measuring prin
ciple is based on the Pockel 's effect of a BSO (bismuth 
silicon oxide) crystal. This sensor consists of a polarizer, 
a 114 wave plate, BSO crystal, and an anal yzer. It is con-
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Fig. 2. (a) Top and front views of field-generating electrode. (b) Construc
tion of X- Yscanner. 

nected to the voltmeter by a couple of optical fiber cords. 
The 114 wave plate changes linear polarization to circu
lar. According to the field strength appl ied to 850, this 
circularly polarized light is then changed to elliptically 
polarized light. The electric field applied to the optical 
sensor can be measured by detecting the intensity of the 
output light from the analyzer. Since the sensor head and 
the cable are essentially a dielectric crystal and optical 
fibers , respecti vely, the field penurbation caused by the 
sensor is kept a1 a minimum. The shape of the sensor is a 
rectangular parallelepiped (19 x 12 x 9 mm) and has the 
sensitivity of 1 kV 1m with a sharp directivity. 

Fig. 2(b) illustrates the automatic scanning apparatus 
to carry the sensor. The probe which inse rtS the sensor in 
the fie ld is made of insulating pipes (ebonite and PVC 
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pipes), The probe is moved by a pipe-driv ing mechanism 
energized by two pulse motors. The position of the probe 
is controlled by the number of the pulses sent from a mi 
crocomputer with an accuracy of less than I mm. 

The microcomputer system consists of a microcompu
ter, a disk drive, a color display, and interfaces. The func
tion of this system is outlined below. 

1) The parameters for measurement are entered into the 
microcomputer via a keyboard . These include the extent 
of scanning. sampling interval , etc. 

2) The outline of the object is obtained by following 
the outer contour of the object by moving the sensor in a 
manual control mode perfo rmed on the keyboa rd. 

3) A field is generated and an automatic measurement 
starts. The measurement routine is as follows. 

a) The microcomputer waits I s to stop the vibration 
of the senso r caused by the scanning movement. 

b) The output of the field meter is sampled according 
to predetennined conditions such as sampling frequency. 

c) The average and the standard deviation of the 
sampled data are calculated , and checked to determine if 
the data are within error lim its or not. 

d) The probe is moved to the next measurement 
pomt . 

Steps a) - d) are repeated until the sensor scans all the 
dcfined space . 

4) After the measurement , all the data are stored on a 
floppy disk. 

5) The data are then processed. The distributions of the 
field strength and the field o rientation are calculated. The 
results are presented in a color graphic pattern . (In the 
figures in this paper, they are presented in a monochro
matic color .) 

Of these steps, 3) and 4) are performed automati cally. 

RESULTS AN D D ISCUSSION 

Field Around a Cylinder 

The accuracy of the measurement was checked by com
paring the results against theoretical values. Even with a 
numerical analysis technique , the calculation of the field 
around a general three-dimensional object is not an easy 
task. Therefore , for simpl icity of calculation , a cylinder 
was used as a subject. Fig. 3 shows the field distribution 
around a cylinder obtained by a numerical calculation , 
i.e ., the finite difference method (12]. The fi eld is repre
sented by equipotential lines and electric lines of force. 
Dense equipotential lines correspond to a strong electric 
field , and the convergence of electric lines of fo rce ind i
cates the fi eld concentrat ion . As to the vertical component 
of the electric field , a fi eld concentration on the top of the 
cylinder, and a weakened field at the side of the cylinder 
are evident. As to the horizontal component of the field, 
a concentration occurred around the upper part of the side 
wall of the cylinder. 

Fig. 4(a)- (c) are the results of the measu rement. A die
lectric cy linder (20 cm in diameter and 30 em in height) 
covered with an alu minum foi l was placed in a uniform 

Fig. 3. Calculated field distribOlion around a solid cy lindrical body : equi
potential lines (horizontal lines) and lines of electric fon::e (vertical lines). 

vert.ical electric field (50 Hz , 50 kV 1m) , and the fi eld 
distributions around it were measured. They are the mag
nitude distributions of a vertical component [Fig. 4(a»), a 
horizontal component [Fig. 4(b)], and a depth component 
[Fig. 4(c)] of the electric field, respectively . The figures 
are photographs of the images which appeared on a CRT 
display. The scale of the field strength is presented in the 
figure in a color code. The maximum value of the scale 
is adjusted to coincide with the max imum value of the 
measurement . Using these data, the distribution of the 
field strength and that of the field orientation were ob
tained. They are shown in Fig. 4(d)- (e), respectively. The 
two types of the color code in the figures of the magnitude 
and the orientation represent the fi eld strength in kV 1m 
and the field orientation in degrees, respectively. In the 
latter case, the horizontal direction is set 10 be 0 and the 
vertical direction is 90. A strong fi eld concentration 
around the top of the cylinder and a field weakening 
around the foot of the cylinder are clearly seen. Also, the 
manner of the field distortion, Le. , the place and the ex
tent of the distortion , are obviously visualized. 

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the measured values to 
a theoretical calculation. The sensor was scanned along 
the horizontal line above the top of the cylinder. The 
agreement between them was excellent (within 10 per
cent) . 

Field Around Biological Bodies 

Figs. 6 and 7 show the distributions of the magnitude 
(a) and the orientation (b) of the electric fi eld around a rat 
and a cat in the 50 Hz vertical unperturbed field of 20 
kV 1m. In the previous experiments, it was confirmed that 
the fi eld distribution is independent of the strength of the 
applied electric field as long as the fi eld is stronger than 
SI N threshold of the sensor. Thus, in the following ex
periments, the appUed field is set to be 20 kV 1m which 
is safer than 50 kV 1m used above. In the figures, the part 
around the object distinguished by hatching is the area 
where the field sensor cannot reach. ,The animals were 
anesthetized by an injection with Nembutal and fixed on 
the lower electrode. The comparison between Figs. 6 and 
7 reveals that the fi eld d istribution differs significantly ac
cording to the shapes and the postures of the object. That 
is, the field distortion appears in the vicinity of the bodY, 
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the magnitude (a) and the orientation (b) of electric 
field around a ral. 

and the characteristic field concentration occurs around 
the head , back, and tail of the animals. 

In order to check me feasibility of using a conductor 
model instead of a biological body, the field distributions 
around a rat covered with aluminu m foil were compared 
to those of Fig. 6, There was no difference observed be-

(b) 

F ig, 7 . Distribution of the magnitude <a> and the orientation (b) o f electric 
field around a cat. 

tween the results of a rat with and without a conducting 
surface. Therefore, it was verified within the accuracy of 
this measurement that a biological body is considered to 
be a conductor in low frequency such as 50 or 60 Hz. This 
result provides a kind of proof for the validity of the usage 
of a conducting model instead of a biological body. 

FieLd Around a Human Model and a Human 

After checking the validity of this technique. it was ap
plied to the measurement of the electric field around a 
human model . A dielectric human model (40 cm in height) 
covered with aluminum foil was used in (he measure
ments. 

Figs. 8 and 9 show the distributions of the magnitude 
of the electric field around a human model placed in the 
50 Hz vertical unperturbed fi eld of 2Q kV / m. They are 
1) standing posture with the feet grounded (Fig. 8) , and 
2) standing posture with the feet insulated from the ground 
(Fig. 9) . Comparing Figs. 8 and 9. a significant difference 
was obsetved around the side of the body and around the 
feet. In Fig. 8, the field concentration occurs only at the 
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Fig. 8. Electric field distribu tion around a human mooel: standing posture Fig. 9. Electric field distribution around a human model: standing POSture 
with the feel grounded. with the feel insulated . 

head . and the field around the feet is weaker than the un
perturbed field , while in Fig. 9. another field concentra
tion is obsetved around the feet. The concentration around 
the head in the insulated case (Fig. 9) becomes less than 
that in the grounded case (Fig. 8). These results explain 
the phenomena of hair bristling and spark stimulation 
through the bottom of shoes in walking under transmis
sion lines. 

Us ing these results. we can estimate the spatial extent 
of the interaction between the electric field and the human 
body. as well. For example, the region in which the field 
distortion is less than IO percent of the unperturbed field 
is defined as the space eliminating the portion bounded by 
twicf( the human height and two and three times the hu
man width. This gives an index for the safety clearance 
to be kept around a human body near a source of an elec
tric field. 

Fig. 10 shows the measurement points (A - G) around a 
human (1.7 m in height) under transmission lines . Table 
I is the field strength measured at these points in tne 
grounded and insulated cases. As can be seen, these re
sults are generally in good agreement with those of the 
model measurement. 

A 

B c 

o E 

F G 

Pig. 10. Measurement points around a human under power lines. 

CONC LUSIONS 

A system was developed which visualizes the ELF 
electric field distribution around an object such as a bio-
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TABLE I 
M EASURED FlEW STRENOTH ATTHE POINTS SHOWN IN FIG. 10: Eo = 3.5 

kV /m 

potnt E/Io 
grounded in."lned 

• 6.20 4.12 

• 3.60 2.17 , 3.01 1.13 , 0.62 0.52 , 0.50 0.60 , O.H 2 . 12 , 0.54 l.90 

( Eo ~ 3 . 5~v / .. ) 

logical body using an optical sensor and a microcomputer· 
controlled automatic scanning system. The accuracy of 
the measurement using this system was checked by com
paring the results to those of numerical calculations. The 
field di stributions around experimental ani mals were ob
tained, and it was shown that the distributions differ sig
nificantly according to the shapes and the postures of the 
object. It was also shown that a conductor model can be 
used instead of a biological body in the ELF range to 
evaluate the fi eld d istribution around Ihe object. The field 
distributions around a human model were visualized, and 
the reasonability of the resu lts was con finned in the mea
surement with a real human body standing under trans
mission lines. Through these applications, it was shown 
that this technique will provide a useful tool for the study 
on the biological effects of the electromagnetic field. Al
though the examples presented here are for the evaluation 
of the fi eld coupli ng of high-voltage transmission lines, 
the appl ication of this technique is not necessarily limited 
to this case. One should be aware that the elcctrooptic 
sensor is usable al the frequencies as high as Ihe micro
wave range . It should be also noted that thi s technique 
has enabled us to see a previously invisible quantity, 
namely, the electric field . The real value of this progress 
is as yet unknown, but it seems that at least it could pro
mote understand ing of the behavior of electric fields, par
ticularly as regards their coupling to other objects. 
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